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New Tectum® DesignArt™ Ceiling and Wall Panels from
Armstrong Transform Interior Spaces 

New portfolio combines texture, shapes, linear designs, patterns, and colors

LANCASTER, Pa. – Armstrong Ceiling & Wall Solutions has introduced Tectum®
DesignArt™ ceiling and wall panels, a new portfolio of 46 mix-and-match
sustainable, acoustical panels that transform interior spaces by combining texture,
shapes, linear designs, patterns, and colors.

The new portfolio includes Tectum DesignArt – Shapes, which features 30 standard
shaped panels for direct attachment to ceiling and walls, and Tectum DesignArt –
Lines which features eight standard precision-routed linear designs for direct
attachment to ceilings and walls. The same eight linear designs are also featured on
tegular ceiling panels. 
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Available in 24 new nature-inspired colors as well as unpainted Natural, the portfolio
features over 100 variations of pre-designed patterns with unlimited customization
possibilities. The ability to mix DesignArt – Lines with DesignArt – Shapes offers
one-of-a-kind design opportunities. All direct-attach panels in the portfolio are made
to work together. Precision routing of lines allows for seamless connections between
different panel face designs. Color-coordinated suspension systems are also
available.

Sustainable, Acoustical, Disinfectable Panels 

Made from sustainably-harvested Wisconsin Aspen trees to help bring nature inside
and enhance biophilic design, Tectum DesignArt panels are part of the Armstrong
Sustain® portfolio and meet the highest sustainability compliance standards in the
industry today. The ceiling panels also feature UL® Certified acoustic performance
and are part of the Armstrong CleanAssure™ portfolio of cleanable, disinfectable
panels. 

In terms of installation, Tectum DesignArt panels can be directly attached to a wide
variety of interior wall and ceiling surfaces using the same simple screw attachment
as standard Tectum panels. A glue up method can also be used for wall applications
while DesignArt – Lines tegular ceiling panels can be easily suspended on color-
coordinated grid.

To learn more about the Armstrong® Tectum DesignArt portfolio of ceiling and wall
panels, visit www.armstrongceilings.com/designart. If help is needed, reach an
Armstrong TechLine expert at armstrongceilings.com/techline.

About Armstrong World Industries 
Armstrong World Industries, Inc. (AWI) is a leader in the design and manufacture of
innovative commercial and residential ceiling, wall, and suspension system solutions
in the Americas. With $937 million in revenue in 2020, AWI has about 2,800
employees and a manufacturing network of 15 facilities plus six plants dedicated to
its WAVE joint venture.
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